Bottomonia: open bottom strong decays and spectrum
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Abstract. We present our results for the bottomonium spectrum with self energy corrections. The bare masses used in the calculation are computed within Godfrey and Isgur’s relativized quark model. We also discuss our results for the open bottom strong decay widths of higher bottomonia in the $^3P_0$ pair-creation model.

1 Introduction

The quark model (QM) [1–14] (see also Refs. [15, 16]) is very successful in reproducing the behavior of observables such as the spectrum and the magnetic moments, but it neglects pair-creation effects. These effects give rise to virtual $qar{q}$ – $qar{q}$ ($qq$ -- $qar{q}$) components in the hadron wave function and shifts of the physical mass with respect to the bare mass [17], as already shown by several authors in the baryon [18–22] and meson [23–36] sectors. Some example are the resonance $A(1405)$, that decays into $\Sigma\pi$, but it is strongly influenced by the nearby $K\bar{N}$ channel [37], and the $f_0(980)$, that decays into $\pi\pi$, but behaves remarkably as a $K\bar{K}$ molecule [38]. The continuum coupling effects are also relevant to the study of other observables, such as the importance of the orbital angular momentum in the spin of the proton [39], the flavor asymmetry of the proton [40] and the strange content of the electromagnetic form factors of the nucleon [41]. Important information on mesons are also provided by the decay modes (strong, electromagnetic and weak decays). In particular, the two-body strong decays are transitions to open-flavor final states, where the starting $bb$ (or $cc$) meson decays by $q\bar{q}$ pair-production ($q = u, d$ or $s$), and then it divides into two open-bottom (or open-charm) mesons. The simplest model, describing this phenomenon, is the $^3P_0$ pair-creation one, in all its possible variants [42–47].

In this contribution, we discuss an application of the unquenched quark model (UQM) [34–36, 39–41] to the calculation of the bottomonium spectrum with self energies corrections [36]. We also briefly discuss our results for the strong decay widths of higher bottomonia [36], computed within a modified version of the $^3P_0$ pair-creation model [34–36].

2 Self energies in the UQM

We consider the following Hamiltonian,

$$H = H_0 + V,$$  

that is the sum of a first term, $H_0$, acting only in the bare meson space, and a second term, $V$, that couples a meson state $|A\rangle$ to the meson-meson continuum $|BC\rangle$. One has to consider a precise form for the two operators of Eq. (1), $H_0$ and $V$. We choose the successful relativized QM of Ref. [4] for the bare Hamiltonian $H_0$ and the UQM for mesons [34–36], based on a $^3P_0$-type operator, for $V$.

The dispersive equation, resulting from a nonrelativistic Schrödinger equation, is given by

$$\Sigma(E_a) = \sum_{bc} \int_0^{\infty} q^2 dq \left| \frac{V_{a,bc}(q)}{E_a - E_{bc}} \right|^2$$  

and the bare energy $E_a$ satisfies:

$$M_a = E_a + \Sigma(E_a).$$

$M_a$ is the physical mass of the meson $A$, with self energy $\Sigma(E_a)$; the matrix element $V_{a,bc}$ is the coupling between $|A\rangle$ and $|BC\rangle$, computed within the UQM for mesons of Refs. [34–36]:

$$V_{a,bc}(q) = \sum_{\ell \ell'} \langle BC\bar{q}\ell | T| A \rangle.$$  

The UQM approach is a generalization of the unitarized quark model by Törnqvist and Zenczykowski [18] (see also Ref. [48]). It is based on a QM, to which $q\bar{q}$ pairs with vacuum quantum numbers are added as a perturbation and where the pair-creation mechanism is inserted at the quark level [34–36, 39–41].

The symbol $T$ in Eq. (4) stands for the modified $^3P_0$ quark-antiquark pair-creation operator [34–36, 42, 43], where we introduced an effective pair-creation strength $\gamma_{ef}$ [27, 34–36] and also a Gaussian quark form factor [34–36, 39–41, 48, 49]. $A$ is the meson, $B$ and $C$ represent the intermediate state mesons, and $E_a$, $E_b$ = $\sqrt{M_B^2 + q^2}$ and $E_c$ = $\sqrt{M_C^2 + q^2}$ are the corresponding energies, $\bar{q}$ and $\ell$ the relative radial momentum and orbital angular momentum between $B$ and $C$ and $\hat{J}$ = $\hat{J}_B + \hat{J}_C + \hat{\ell}$ is the total...
angular momentum. The wave functions of the mesons $A$, $B$ and $C$ are written as harmonic oscillator wave functions, depending on a single oscillator parameter $\alpha = 0.5$ GeV. In Eq. (2), one has to sum over the possible intermediate states $|BC\rangle$. These meson-meson channels have quantum numbers $J_{bc}$ and $\ell$ coupled to the total angular momentum of the initial state $|A\rangle$. $E_{bc} = E_b + E_c$ is the total energy of the channel $BC$, calculated in the rest frame.

The values of the pair-creation model’s parameters, used to compute the strong decays of Sec. 3 and the vertices $\langle BCq \ell J | T^+ | A\rangle$ of Eq. (4), are reported in Ref. [36]. The value of $\gamma_0$ is fitted to the experimental $\Upsilon(4S) \to BB$ strong decay width [50]; the other values are taken from the literature [34–36].

3 Open bottom strong decays in the $3P_0$ pair-creation model

Here, we discuss our results for the open bottom strong decay widths of higher bottomonia [36]. The decay widths are given by [34–36, 42, 46, 47]

$$\Gamma_{A\to BC} = \Phi_{A\to BC}(q_0) \sum_{\ell,J} \left| \langle BCq \ell J | T^+ | A \rangle \right|^2,$$

(5)

where $\Phi_{A\to BC}(q_0)$ is the relativistic phase space factor [34–36, 42, 46, 47],

$$\Phi_{A\to BC} = 2\pi q_0 \frac{E_b(q_0) E_c(q_0)}{M_A},$$

(6)

depending on the relative momentum $q_0$ between $B$ and $C$ and on the energies of the two intermediate state mesons, $E_b = \sqrt{M_b^2 + q_0^2}$ and $E_c = \sqrt{M_c^2 + q_0^2}$. The experimental values of the meson masses $M_b$, $M_c$ and $M_A$ are taken from the PDG [50] and Ref. [51], while for still unobserved states we use Godfrey and Isgur’s model predictions, obtained with the values of the model’s parameters of Ref. [36].

Finally, in Table 1 we compare some of our results of Ref. [36] to the experimental data [50, 52].

4 Bare and self energy calculation of $b\bar{b}$ states

In our study of Ref. [36], the bare energies $E_a's$ of Eqs. (2) and (3) are computed within the relativized QM [4]. At variance with QM calculations, such as those of Ref. [4], we fit the physical masses $M_a's$ of Eq. (3) to the experimental data [50, 51], instead of the bare energies $E_a's$, and therefore the fitting procedure is an iterative one.

After computing the bare masses of the $b\bar{b}$ states, one can calculate the self energies $\Sigma(E_a)$ of Eq. (2), summar over a complete set of accessible $SU(3)\otimes SU(2)$ intermediate states. If the bare energy of the initial meson $A$ is above the threshold $BC$, the self energy correction due to the channel $BC$ is given by

$$\Sigma(E_a)(BC) = P \int_0^{E_{BC}} \frac{dE_b}{E_b} \frac{dE_c}{E_c} \frac{q_E E_a}{E_a} \left| \langle BCq \ell J | T^+ | A \rangle \right|^2$$

$$+ 2\pi \left( \frac{q_E E_a}{E_a} \right) \left| \langle BCq \ell J | T^+ | A \rangle \right|^2 \bigg|_{E_b=E_a},$$

(7)

where the symbol $P$ stands for a principal part integral.

In Table 2, we show our UQM result for the mass of the $\eta_b$ resonance [36]. It is worthwhile noting that the contributions to the self energy due to unphysical heavy $Q\bar{Q}$ pair-creation ($Q = c, b$) are strongly suppressed, by substituting the pair-creation strength of the $1P_0$ model, $\gamma_0$, with an effective one, $\gamma_0^{\text{eff}}$ [27, 34–36].

5 Continuum components and decay widths in the UQM

The coupling $T^+$ of Eq. (4) gives rise to a continuum component in an initial valence state $|A\rangle$. Its norm, giving the probability that the physical energy eigenstate $|\Psi_A\rangle$ is in the meson-meson continuum, is given by [29, 34]:

$$P_{a\text{rea}} = \sum_{BC|J} \int_0^{E_{BC}} q^2 d^q \left| \langle BCq \ell J | T^+ | A \rangle \right|^2 \frac{(E_a - E_b - E_c)^2}{(E_a - E_b - E_c)^2},$$

(8)

where one has to sum over virtual channels $BC$. The probability to find $|\Psi_A\rangle$ in its valence component is just $P_{bb} = 1 - P_{a\text{rea}}$.

One can also relate the imaginary part of the self energy of Eq. (7),

$$\text{IM}[\Sigma(E_a; BC)] = 2\pi \left( \frac{q_E E_a}{E_a} \right) \left| \langle BCq \ell J | T^+ | A \rangle \right|^2 \bigg|_{E_b=E_a},$$

(9)

to the decay width by [29, 34]

$$\Gamma_{A\to BC} = \text{IM}[\Sigma(E_a)(BC)].$$

(10)

In a subsequent paper [53], we intend to compute the continuum components of higher bottomonia states via Eq. (8) and compare our $3P_0$ model results [36] for the open bottom strong decay widths to those obtained through Eq. (10). This is particularly interesting in the case of $\chi_b(3P)$ mesons, that may contain important continuum components [36, 53].

6 Conclusions

In this contribution, we analized the results of an UQM calculation of the spectrum of bottomonia with self energy corrections [36]. The self energies are corrections to the meson masses due to the coupling to the meson-meson continuum.

Even if the self energy corrections to the spectrum of $b\bar{b}$ [36] and $c\bar{c}$ [35] mesons are relatively small, approximately $1-2\%$ and $2-6\%$ of the corresponding meson mass, respectively, these continuum-coupling effects can become qualitatively important in the case of suspected non $q\bar{q}$ states, such as the $X(3872)$ [54] or $\chi_b(3P)$ mesons [55, 56], that are states close to a meson-meson decay threshold. In particular, in Ref. [35] it is shown that the continuum coupling effects of the $X(3872)$ give rise to $D^*\bar{D}^*$ and $D^*\bar{D}^*$ components in addition to the $c\bar{c}$ core, while in the case of $\chi_b(3P)$ mesons, these corrections give rise to $BB$, $B\bar{B}$ and $B^*\bar{B}^*$ components [36].
We also discussed our results for the open bottom strong decay widths of $B \bar{B}$ states [36], computed within a modified version of the $^3P_0$ model [34–36]. These results may be useful to the experimentalists, because the present knowledge of $\eta_b$ and $\chi_b$ states and, above all, all the other radially and orbitally-excited resonances ($D$, $F$ and $G$-wave), that we analysed in Ref. [36], is not very good.

Finally, we briefly analysed a possible application of the UQM formalism to the calculation of the continuum components and the two-body strong decay widths of higher bottomonia [53]. We think that this could be especially useful in the case of $\chi_b(3P)$ mesons, that may contain important continuum components [36, 53], being close to $B \bar{B}$, $B \bar{B}^*$ and $B^* \bar{B}$ decay thresholds.

We present knowledge of $\eta_b$ and $\chi_b$ states and, above all, all the other radially and orbitally-excited resonances ($D$, $F$ and $G$-wave), that we analysed in Ref. [36], is not very good.

Finally, we briefly analysed a possible application of the UQM formalism to the calculation of the continuum components and the two-body strong decay widths of higher bottomonia [53]. We think that this could be especially useful in the case of $\chi_b(3P)$ mesons, that may contain important continuum components [36, 53], being close to $B \bar{B}$, $B \bar{B}^*$ and $B^* \bar{B}$ decay thresholds.
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